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Dobby Designer
powerful tool for designing and simulation
Booria Dobby Designer has efficiently simplified the process of designing woven fabrics,
dobbies, plaids, colorways and creating realistic fabric simulation.
This advanced solution is a dedicated package for dobby fabric development, which offers
a complete control over every aspect of the weaving process such as threading, peg-plan
editing, warp and weft patterns and densities, variable denting and regulator.

Booria Dobby Designer incorporates a great range of yarn editing functions for twist, colors, size, etc. for different yarn types such as Mouline, Melange, Multi-Color and Slub. Also
a yarn library is available for supporting fancy yarns and special yarn constructions.
This software automatically generates a full complement of weaving technical specifications
and calculations in internet ready HTML file format.

A highly realistic fabric simulation using different yarn constructions and types is one of the
most precious features available. You should just enter the correct design information and
let Booria Dobby Designer show you what you will get from the loom.
Coming with a new different vision to provide the powerful Dobby designing and simulation
solution with affordable price and high performance/cost ratio, Booria Dobby Designer
will provide you the maximum flexibility and will guarantee increased design productivity.
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Features ...
:: Simultaneous creating and editing of multiple designs.
:: Interactive editing of design parts such as; threading, peg-plan, warp and weft
patterns, variable denting, regulator and ... .
:: Capability to change twists, color and thickness of yarns for different yarn types
such as; Mouline, Melange, Multi-Color, Slub ... .
:: Interactive tools and numeric functions for fast and easy creation of warp and
weft patterns.
:: Colorway & blanket feature for creation of upto 20 colorways in one file and creating
colorway blankets.
:: Drag and Drop functions for easy changing colors and creating new colorways.
:: Apply any weave to your design from the weave library including over 900 weaves.
:: A great range of tools for editing selected area of peg-plan interactively.
:: Multiple steps of Undo/Redo.
:: Work in actual scale on any monitor with correct warp/weft ratio.
:: Changing construction without changing the pattern or vice versa.
:: Export simulation, design or weave to conventional graphic files (TIF, BMP, GIF, etc.)
:: Import peg-plan or weave data from conventional graphic files (TIF, BMP, GIF, etc.)
:: Automatic calculation of threading and peg-plan information.
:: Analysis of the design on the basis of a given construction.
:: Instant display of yarn and peg-plan modifications in simulation.
:: Lifelike simulations.

Benefits ...
:: Reduces the design cycle.
:: Avoids or speeds up sampling.
:: Increase creativity and design productivity.
:: Affordable price with high performance/cost ratio.
:: User friendly and easy to use, both for professional and intermediate users.
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